MATH 461/661 General Info for Exam 1 - FALL 2016

* EXAM 1: Tuesday October 18 in class

* You may bring 1 sheet of paper (8.5 x 11) with formulas/definitions/etc, and you may use both sides. Your notes must be in your own handwriting, not typed.

* You may bring a calculator to use during the exam, but it must not be your smart phone (i.e. no internet access.)

* The exam will cover Chapter 2 (Sections 2.1-2.7) and Chapter 3 (Sections 3.1-3.5), so that’s up through and including expected values.

* The best practice for the exam is to review your class notes, examples, and homework assignments. Please take a look at the HW solutions posted on the course website to make sure you are doing the problems correctly.

* I will post practice exam problems on the course website, one of which will likely appear on the exam!

* Additional office hours: Monday Oct 17, 2-3pm